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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
from Ben Breeze
In March 2016, Bristol Sport Foundation (BSF) began
life as a registered charity intended to distribute
charitable and sport development funding across
the City of Bristol and West of England to support
individuals and communities in identified need.
To this end, BSF simplified the offer for funding
agencies for sport based charitable and community
giving.
However, it became immediately clear, that BSF
would need to design, develop and deliver charitable
activities/services on behalf of sports in the
Bristol Sport family that did not have a dedicated
community department/charity (i.e. Womens’ and
Girls sport, basketball and badminton). This process
began to demonstrate how individual sports are
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tools that can be used and combined to engage a
specific individual or community. The greater choice
enabled wider engagement across a larger audience.
I would like to thank Sport England (SE) wholeheartedly
for their early endorsement and funding. After 15
years of designing and developing a sport specific
charity, this first Sport England funding cycle has
changed the sport-based charity landscape in the
City of Bristol and West of England by demonstrating
the new SE funding model (i.e. direct funding to nonCSP’s) to Key Stakeholders in the City.
Furthermore, it gave BSF the opportunity to
demonstrate it has the capacity and capability
to deliver multiple national sport development

players/business development services) celebrated
at the growing number of facilities available at AGL,
creates highly impactful and engaging programmes.
BSF and the partner charities (namely Bristol City
Community Trust and Bristol Bears Community
Foundation) work in partnership with and deliver on
behalf of their respective National Governing Bodies
(FA / RFU) and professional game bodies (EFL /
PRL) and deliver programmes in partnership.
The ‘not insignificant’ change in staff and structure
of Sport England, along with a new strategy and
focus is aligned with the strategic direction of BSF as
a ‘significant partner’ in, what has historically been
an under-performing Core City.

programmes - something the City of Bristol has
historically struggled with.
As discussed, BSF simplifies the sport-based charity
offer in Bristol. The use of one or more of the 15
sports that we can now deliver, when combined with
the assets available from BSL (pro-sport brands/

BSF is achieving political endorsement (from BCC
and The Mayor’s Office) and strategic alignment
(with SE, BCC, DPH) through partnership working,
the development of a whole systems approach
and the creation of a new BSF strategy focusing
on physical/mental health and increased social
mobility. We deliver in predominately Low Social
Economic Groups and aim to demonstrate the
impact made by our programmes and services in
what has become unequal, diverse, divided, growing
and increasingly inactive City.
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WE LOVE SPORT
We Love Sport is a participation and
education programme that equips
young people with the physical and
mental characteristics they need to
access, enjoy and succeed in sport
and active recreation throughout
their life.  
Physical literacy and base-line
fundamental movement assessments
have been delivered to KS2 children
across Greater Bristol with a focus
on physical and personal attributes
and dedication for all young people
but especially those from Low Social
Economic Groups.
The programme leads to two
areas of identification, ‘talented’
individuals are invited to MultiSkills Academies for Year 6 pupils
to further develop their physical,
mental and social characteristics.
Groups of children with below
average results are targeted through
extra-curricular activities in order to
more effectively access school PE
lessons through improved physical
illiteracy skills.
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Why tackling physical literacy is
important
In a school context, developing
fundamental movement and physical
literacy are the foundation of PE and
school sport. Sport England ‘Active
Lives Children and Young People
Survey’ (Mar 19) reinforced BSF’s
approach:• Physically literate children do
twice as much activity. The more
of the five elements of physical
literacy – enjoyment, confidence,
competence, understanding and
knowledge – children have, the
more active they are
• Enjoyment is the biggest driver
of activity levels. Despite the
majority of children (68%)
understanding that sport and
activity is good for them,
understanding had the least
impact on activity levels.
• Children who have all five
elements of physically literacy
report higher levels of happiness,

are more trusting of other
children, and report higher levels
of resilience (continuing to try if
you find something difficult).
• Physical literacy decreases with
age. As children grow older, they
report lower levels of enjoyment,
confidence, competence, and
understanding. Previous research
from Sport England shows that
activity levels drop when children
reach their teenage years.
These findings underpin BSF
approach of delivering a gamessensed approach, using a 2-coach
model to best enable, accessible,
inclusive and most importantly fun
sessions.
Success story
‘Stephen’ is a young lad who
took part in our We Love Sport
programme at his primary school.
He generally struggles academically
due to his dyslexia but he has
always been enthusiastic during PE.

dramatic impact on his confidence
as well as his transferable skills which
has given Stephen a huge boost.
His mum has also reported this new
confidence has led to performing
better academically. The We Love
Sport programme has not only
given Stephen a chance to show
his physical literacy talents it has
also improved his confidence and
helped him academically.

our PE & Sport Premium delivery,
currently delivering to over 7,000
children every week. Through the
information collected, we are able
to identify and evaluate physical
literacy trends in classes and
schools and then design a strategy/
pick a sport to improve the whole
school through targeted PE lessons,
extra-curricular clubs and teacher
mentoring training.

Key findings

The second is the focus it has placed
on designing our own monitoring
and evaluation data systems, these
systems allow us to more accurately
meet the reqiurement to accurately
collect, analyse and report real-time
information to key stakeholders.
Currently, there is not an ‘off the
shelf’ product that could record the
information we needed and so the
decision was made to design our
own data systems and we are now
in a position to develop (with the
help of Sport England and other
key partners) this system to record
more data to provide further insight,
leading to a better understanding
of how BSF programmes make a
positive impact throughout the City
of Bristol and West of England.

• 2,525 individual children have
completed the We Love Sport
programme (target was 2,400)
Unfortunately, his mum has a longterm illness and his dad therefore
works long hours running his own
business, Stephen sometimes
misses out on the opportunity to be
involved in extra-curricular sports
activities.
When Stephen completed the We
Love Sport programme he achieved
high physical literacy scores and
was subsequently invited to our
North Bristol development hub.
Involvement in the hub has had a

• 12,839 assessments were
delivered throughout Greater
Bristol
• 28 primary schools have received
physical literacy information to
help drive their PE curriculum
Sustainability
The funding for We Love Sport
(WLS) has resulted in two
sustainability outcomes; the first is
that WLS informs the delivery of
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MAN VS. FAT
Summary
Man vs. Fat is a football programme
that targets men over the age
of 18 years who have a BMI of
over 27 who are inactive or have
limited participation in sporting
activity. The programme creates an
enjoyable environment that supports
those with a lack of motivation due
to their weight and health issues.
The programme also teaches this
cohort on how to live healthy and
active lives.
The programme has proven
tremendously successful, with
throughput and output targets
exceeded and the majority of
participants decreasing their weight
and increasing their activity levels.
This has resulted in 20% of people
moving from overweight or obese
into the underweight BMI category.
Why tackling adult obesity is
important
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A quarter of adults are obese
(25%) and well over a third being
overweight (37%). The latest
Parliament Obesity Statistics
suggest that England is currently
experiencing an obesity crisis of
unseen proportions. The World
Health Organisation estimates that in
fifteen years, 74% of men and 64% of
women in UK will be overweight.
• Public Health England state
that 59% of Bristolians are
overweight or obese
• 20% Bristolians are classified as obese
• Only 30% residents in Bristol’s
high deprivation wards exercise at
least once a week
Success story
When Vince started the programme,
he was overweight, had a poor diet
and did not exercise regularly.
“I had been overweight for years and
diagnosed with type2 diabetes two

years ago. My diabetes was getting
worse and I was heading towards
medication. I needed to make some
changes in my life.” 18 months ago,
I picked up a leaflet at Bristol City
football club for their Man Vs Fat
programme and started to lose
some weight. After 12 weeks on the
programme, I had lost 5% of my body
weight which was a good start but
I was disappointed when after the
second 12 weeks that I only lost 1%. I
needed an extra boost and support
and I so was referred to the Kick in2
Shape programme running alongside
the Man vs. Fat programme.”
Kick in2 Shape offers additional diet
and nutrition advice alongside sport
and physical activity.
The two programmes have had
a dramatic impact as Vince
commented;
“I now shop differently, eat differently
and plate up my food differently. My
portion sizes are a lot smaller and

I think about what I am
eating every day.”
“It really helped being part
of a group and I picked up
so many tips from Mark
and other members in the
group which have helped
me make lots of changes
in my diet. I am also
exercising more and cycle
5 miles nearly every day
and am also still playing in
Man v fat. I’m now 4 stone
lighter and no longer
diabetic!”

Key findings
• 110 men with a BMI of
over 27+ attending the
Man vs. Fat programme,
the target was 90
• 8,550 sessions
were attended by
participants over the
two-year period, the
target was 2160
• 67 participants said
that when they started
the programme they

exercised less than
twice a week
• On average the group
lost 205.4kg (32 stone)
of weight over each 12week cycle
Sustainability
Following discussion with
participants, it was decided
that the Man vs. Fat license
was too expensive and did
not hold a local identity
which could help grow and

inspire the group further.
The programme was
redesigned and branded
as a new initiative called
Slim2Win. We have built
our own monitoring and
evaluation system and user
interface and have added
Bristol City club related
incentives that build on the
brand loyalty that many
of the participants have.
This includes a celebration
match on the hollowed turf
at Ashton Gate Stadium
for the people who have
lost the highest percentage
of weight lost. The first
matchday was a great
success with over 150
friends and families coming
to cheer on the teams.
Players used the first
changing rooms, walked
out through the tunnel
where their wives and
children acted as a guard of
honour! Use of sport, brand
and facilities were used to
engage a hard to reach
groups and celebrate their
commitment and progress.
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COACH EDUCATION
Summary
The Coach Education programme
supports combination rugby
clubs with identified black, asian
and minority ethnic (BAME)
groups, as well as those from low
social economic groups (LSEG)
and aims to upskill coaches
to positively impact on the
experience of young people at their
clubs. The programme serves to
“reduce the likelihood of young
people having a poor coaching
experience, help them start and
keep them motivated to continue
participation”. Taking part in
sport by emphasising the use of a
‘game-sensed’ approach to learning
by using games as the focus of
sessions.
Why tackling bad experiences in
youth sport is important
Young people who develop
negative associations through
previous experience/s and have
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a perceived lack of competence,
are more likely to have a narrower
definition of sport, focussed
on traditional and competitive
activities. Low participation rates
indicate that sport and active
recreation sessions need a different
focus for young people to form
habit. Sessions should benefit
participants as individuals and
include social interaction.
Furthermore, there is a correlation
between youth sport experiences
and long-term participation in
physical activity. Poor ‘sporting
experiences’ at a young age can set
completely different pathways in life
and can cause a state of physical
detachment. This detachment
can results in adult inactivity and
choices such as sedentary jobs
and hobbies. This is particularly
prevalent in LSEG and BAME
communities where:• Only 14% of young people said
that they participated in at least

one hour of moderate/vigorous
physical activity per day on all
seven days of the last week.
• Only 17.5% of young people
are meeting the Chief Medical
Officers daily guidance of
physical activity
Key findings
• 83 individuals from high
deprivation LSEG areas attended
the programme (Target 60)
• 396 young people attended the
club training sessions following
the programme
• 91% of coaches said they now
understand the purpose of using
a games-based approach to
coaching
Sustainability
The programme has been linked
with the Gloucestershire Rugby
Football Union to continue to run

coach education sessions
to local rugby clubs
across the county of
Gloucestershire.
By working with
volunteers from individual
clubs, the aim is to reveal
negative experiences and
then teach coaches how
to best deal with local
barriers and experiences
to maximise impact. Key
topics will be to challenge
poor touch line behaviour,
learn how to deal with
negative attitudes and
behaviours and how
best create a safe and
enjoyable experience to
get people playing more
regularly.
By continuing to run the
programme alongside
our Super Sunday
training and matchday
experience programme
we are able to reward the
coaches and children for
their involvement whilst
ensuring financial stability.
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WALKING SPORT
Summary
This project focused on two user
groups; people over 55, and people
with learning difficulties/challenging
behaviour. The primary outcome of
the project is to increase walking
sport opportunities across the City
of Bristol and West of England
and to encourage participation in
weekly physical activity and social
interaction. Walking sport sessions
and clubs were geographically
spread over of target area.
Competitive walking sport
opportunities were created for
those already engaged in walking
sports clubs. During this 2-year
funding cycle, we have created
Walking Rugby, Walking Netball,
Walking Basketball and Walking
Football clubs that run weekly
alongside one-off competitive
opportunities. Both the rugby and
football Walking Sport programmes
have been celebrated at by playing
on the hallowed turf at Ashton Gate
Stadium.
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Why tackling adult physical
wellbeing is important
We have an ageing population –
according to the Office for National
Statistics, the number of people
aged 60 or over is expected to
pass the 20 million mark by 2030
and research shows that as you
get older, you’re far more likely to
be inactive and do less than 30
minutes of physical activity a week.
Those who are least active stand to
benefit the most in terms of their
health and happiness by getting
active, even if it’s just small changes
like walking slightly faster or further
than you normally do, or planning
10 minutes of yoga with friends or
work colleagues every morning.
• 36% of people aged 55 and over
are currently inactive, compared
to 26% of the population as a
whole.
• 20 million, the expected number
of people aged over 60 by 2030

Success story
Examples of success within our
Walking Sport developments
cascade across a range of
individuals and groups. Our good
friend Mary and the Broad Plain
Pioneers are 2 such examples.
‘Mary’ came to us in Year 1 as an
80-year-old high level tennis player,
a true competitor – but had never
much been one for team sports.
Within weeks of Mary joining our
Westbury Fields Walking Rugby
Hub she was one of the team – both
there and at our South Bristol Hub,
and within months was “walking”
out on the pitch at Ashton Gate
Stadium alongside them to
participate in an exhibition match in
front of 17,000 people!
Mary’s real ‘success’ began when
she said she had been inspired
to do more – to give more.
Since September 2018 Mary has
volunteered at a Walking Multisport
Hub in a retirement village in

north Bristol, where she
supports a group of 75-95
year old men and women
to be active. Either side of
a hip replacement, Mary
has contributed over 50
hours as a peer and a
role-model, demonstrating
the that ability and drive
can overcome age seated volleyball, Walking
Badminton, Boccia, New
Age Kurling – she rules
them all!

at several regional and
national events, played
on the same turf as their
sporting heroes – and
have been instrumental
in the development of an
inclusive rugby provision
at Broad Plain for disabled
16-25 year olds. The power
of sport.

The secondary impact
of the programme can
also be identified at
our new walking sport
hub at Broad Plain RFC.
Broad Plain ‘Pioneers’
are now an established
group of 25 players aged
60-82, with their own
committee and elected
representatives and a
place on the committee
at the main rugby club.
They now have their own
name, badge, and kit –
and probably most of all,
a purpose through sport.
Pioneers have participated

• 1,754 people between
the age of 70 to 102
years old attended the
programme

Key findings
• 3777 hours of delivery

• 200 sessions were
delivered
Sustainability
Delivery of the Walking
Sport programme has
exceeded all of our
expectations throughout
the two year funding
period. Year 1 saw the
creation and development
of 10 Walking Sport Hubs

across the City. These
10 hubs offered Rugby,
Basketball, Netball,
Badminton and MultiSport to a predominantly
55-70 year old
demographic. Members
valued team sport,
camaraderie and above
all else, social interaction.
With 6 hubs becoming
fully sustainable and a
further 2 continuing into
Year 2, the focus shifted
to a Multi-Sport model to
address the secondary
focus of limited mobility,
medical and physical
limitations of our over 65’s.
Year 2 saw a significant
growth in provision across
all four compass points
of the city for typically
75-100 year old men and
women, those physically
limited (many disabled),
socially isolated and in
many cases living with
dementia and other
cognitive and physical
illnesses. Community
centres, retirement villages

and care homes have
become the new homes
of Walking Sport in Year
2 and have supported
older people in some of
the most deprived areas
(Southmead) and most
isolated circumstances
(Bedminster and
Southville).
September 2019 sees a
new collaboration with
Bristol Bears Community
Foundation by adding
dementia support to
create a new blend of
opportunity comprising
of physical activity, sport
engagement, reminiscence
and social interaction.
With five self-sustaining
sessions from Year 2
delivery running alongside
Year 1’s six Hubs, the
future offers a variety of
engagement strands to
meet the changing (often
degenerating) needs of
our older people.
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WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
Summary
Funding from Sport England
bought four adapted wheelchairs
enabled delivery of weekly
community wheelchair rugby
sessions. Purchase of these
adapted chairs has provided a
significant link in the sustainability
chain for the new Bristol Wheelchair
Rugby Club and has increased
disability sport participation
to both youth and adults, to
ensure maximum “all-through”
engagement and disabled sport
development.

If these identified issues are not
addressed, the inequalities that
already exist for disabled people
will increase.

as a team against other wheelchair
rugby teams in both friendly
tournaments and hopefully in the
National League.”

Success Story

Two years on, Steve has
represented the Bristol Bears
Wheelchair Rugby team at 4
competitive events, as well as
being elected by his peers as the
inaugural Chairman of Bristol Bears
Wheelchair Rugby Club.

Why tackling inclusion is important

Steve Slade is a man who
epitomises the power of sport to
really empower an individual. Steve
is a 63 year old sports fan and avid
pilot who, since a life-changing
spinal injury as a teenager has
not had the opportunity to play
team sport. In 2017 Steve tried
Wheelchair Rugby for the first
time via a taster with Bristol Bears
Community Foundation.

One in five people in England have
a long-standing limiting disability or
illness. Those living with a disability
more than twice as likely to be
physically inactive (43%), compared
to their non-disabled peers (21%).
This inequality increases sharply
as the number of impairments
increases. 51% of people with three
or more impairments are inactive.

Steve said, “Taking part in a
Wheelchair Rugby taster session
uncovered a passion for contact
sport. It has been a great
opportunity to meet other likeminded people from very diverse
backgrounds in both a social and
competitive environment. In the
future it will be great to compete
and test myself individually and us
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Key findings
• 216 sessions run – average of
over 2 per week every week for 2
years
• 3472 hours of fully accessible
team sports opportunities given
• 300+ unique participants
Sustainability
Sport England funding seed
funded Bristol Wheelchair Rugby
Club, enabling the all-important

participation pathways in
both Wheelchair Rugby
and Basketball for all
youth players.

purchase of adapted
chairs. The growth of the
club has led to the youth
programme successfully
being awarded a threeyear grant from Children

In Need, which will see an
additional 200+ young
disabled people per
year from some of the
most deprived wards in
the Bristol area engage

in accessible sports in
school, through a weekly
hub and via holiday clubs.
Partnerships with a local
Wheelchair Basketball
teams has created

For adults, the weekly
activity enabled by the
ownership of chairs
had led to a wholesale
membership buy in
from players, leading to
member contributions
and a near sustainable
operation. Within 12
months the newly formed
committee expect to be
a fully sustainable team,
affiliated to the National
Governing Body (Great
Britain Wheelchair Rugby)
competing in the National
Wheelchair Rugby 5’s
pathway. Similar adultfocussed links with the
above-mentioned local
Wheelchair Basketball
team has provided
productive and cooperative links for a team
that would have otherwise
ceased to exist.
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CONCLUSION
The direct partnership
between Sport England and
Bristol Sport Foundation has
had a significant regional
impact. This 2-year cycle
of Sport England funding
enabled Bristol Sport
Foundation, Bristol Bears
Community Foundation and
Bristol City community Trust
to demonstrate the ability to
manage, deliver and sustain
consistently high-quality
programming for identified
groups in the Core City
of Bristol and the West of
England.

The physical and mental
health benefits of increased
physical activity and active
recreation are becoming
increasingly apparent. This
partnership is ‘best preparing’
Bristol Sport Foundation,
Bristol Bears Community
Foundation and Bristol City
community Trust for the
next stage of development,
through the production
of a new 3-year strategy
alongside the adoption and
design systems and practices
to demonstrate Public Health
outcomes.

Data collected and insight
gained has informed the
development of programmes
and the wider strategic
direction of BSF as an
emerging sport development
charity in the West Of
England.

We would like to thank Sport
England for their direct
support and endorsement.

During the funded period,
new opportunities for sport
development are emerging.

